
$13,900,000 - 1454 ROBINSON Place
 

Listing ID: 40574520

$13,900,000
5 Bedrooms, 9 Bathrooms, 7.77 acres
Single Family

1454 ROBINSON Place, Innisfil, Ontario,
L9S2W8

Crafted by the visionary artisan, Joe
Brennen, this opulent lakeside estate offers
unparalleled magnificence. Set on nearly 8
acres with 350 feet of Sunset Lake Simcoe
shoreline, this residence flawlessly blends
Tuscany's allure and traditional lakeshore
sophistication. Featuring 5 bedrooms and
9+2 bathrooms this property offers
breathtaking vistas of Lake Simcoe's blue
waters that perfectly complement the range
of luxurious amenities within. As you
arrive, a gated paved entryway winds
toward a circular driveway. Fit for royalty,
the interior impresses at every facet from
the custom chef's kitchen with butler pantry
and stately mahogany study to the two
storey great room and stunning chandeliers
throughout. Dual upper level primary suites
provide havens of opulence and luxury. The
lower level seamlessly merges indoor and
outdoor spaces, creating endless
entertainment that connects the lounge,
exercise room, billiards room, and private
cinema to the brilliant lakeside stone loggia.
Additionally, house and savor international
vintages in the refined wine cellar. Outside,
a pool, cabana, stone patio and balcony with
fountain feature await, complete with a fully
appointed outdoor kitchen. An impressive
double-slip two storey boathouse graces the
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shoreline with exceptional lakeside
potential. Adjacent to Allendale Golf Club,
moments from Barrie and one hour from
Toronto. This estate is also conveniently
located near Lake Simcoe regional airport
for full service to private jets, helicopters
and charters offering both seclusion and
accessibility. In every detail and feature, this
property stands as a testament of
unwavering commitment to quality
craftsmanship and artistry. A rare fusion of
Tuscan architectural brilliance and Lakeside
affluence, this is more than a home—it is a
masterpiece of lakefront living. (id:50245)
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